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Alan D. Whittemore 

Dean of Enrollment Management 
 

Office of Admission 

The newest addition to the Admission Office is Ms. Janet Scott who now serves as the 

Administrative Assistant to the Dean of Enrollment. Janet had previously served as the Assistant 

to the Executive Director at Aroostook County Action Program (ACAP). Janet resides in 

Washburn and her daughter is attending the University of Southern Maine studying English. At 

the time of this report, Janet has been with us for barely 7 days yet her professionalism and 

acumen are clearly apparent as she navigated her first Open House with great aplomb. Danielle’s 

sharing of her secrets to such success is very much appreciated. 

 

Fall Activities 

The months of September and October provided the opportunity to once again visit Maine’s 

public secondary and middle schools. Reception at these schools has been positive, albeit the 

continuation of 10 or so schools not welcoming MSSM onto their campuses. To augment these 

visits, and in addition to postcard invitations to Maine’s mathematics/science teachers and school 

counselors, summer camp alumni and libraries, we again contracted with TEGNA Media, an 

affiliate of WLBZ and WCSH television stations. Four 15 second advertisements were broadcast 

throughout the fall in conjunction with thousands of impressions and drop-down banner ads on 

their websites utilizing digital targeting techniques. For those interested, I have a breakdown of 

data reflecting number of impressions that were ‘clicked on’ producing a CTR percentage rate 

(Click Thru Rate). The videos achieved a .193 CTR (good is above .142) and the banner push-

down ads achieved a .423 on WLBZ and .293 on WCSH websites (.21 is considered good, .41 is 

excellent, so we were middle to above average in our static advertisement).  

 

The Banana video produced the most CTR’s, followed by the robot, car and stars, but all are very 

close. The campaign has proven to be successful as reflected by Open House attendance to date. 
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  A Comparative Table of Open House Attendance by Year of Graduation (YOG) 

and Gender 

 

   Current Grade/YOG  Male   Female  Total 

 

Fall 2015*   8
th

 grade/’20   17  22  39 

    9
th

 grade/’19     4    2    6 

   10
th

 grade/’18     3    6    9 

   Gender Distribution  24  30  54 

 

Fall 2014   8
th

 grade/’19   23  16  39 

    9
th

 grade/’18     7  11  18 

   10
th

 grade/’17     2    4     6 

   Gender Distribution  32  31  63 

 

Fall 2013    8
th

 grade/’18   24  12  36 

     9
th

 grade/’17   10    7  17 

   10
th

 grade/’16     2    4    6 

   Gender Distribution  36  23  59  

 

*The current Fall 2015 Open House campaign is 75% complete; we have one Open House 

remaining in December. 

 

Goal for Fall Enrollment by Class 

We currently have 40 inquiries compared to 45 and 66 the past two years.  In addition, there are 

7 applications in house (17 and 15 last two years) and another 4 applicants in process. Although 

this may seem low comparatively speaking, we have eliminated the Early Decision deadline and 

now only have January 15
th

 as the application deadline.   

 

We also have fifteen students who applied last year and were deemed not yet ready that will be 

contacted prior to the deadline encouraging them to re-apply. We have two deferments who we 

expect to enter in the fall as sophomores. 

 

The quest to have a stream-lined enrollment chain of consistent graduating classes remains a 

challenge. Hopefully, we won’t soon again have a class of only 19, but to achieve the bar of 48 is 

not readily at hand. Here is what the projections look like: 

 

 Seniors ~ Class of ‘17  36 {36 returning (21 male/15 female) 0 new} 

 Juniors ~ Class of ’18  48 {41 returning (17 male/24 female) 7 new} 

 Sophomores ~ Class of ’19 48 {25 returning (14 male/11 female) 23 new} 

 Freshmen ~ Class of ’20 29 (0 returning) 

     

 

The discussion that should ensue regarding these enrollment goals is:  

 

If all eligible current students were to return next fall, there will exist a male:female ratio of 

52:50.  The trend noted in the first three Open Houses this fall reflect more female interest than 

male (a trend first noticed last fall). What does this mean regarding dormitory configurations if 

the trend continues throughout the admission funnel?  



 

 

Second, it is important that we are flexible when it comes to the enrollment by grade as we strive 

for consistency in replacing our graduates each year while meeting budgetary numbers.  As we 

boldly accept and celebrate our status as a four year institution, does it now mean interest in 

entering MSSM has shifted primarily to the 9
th

 grade? Last year, only three 9
th

 grades who were 

denied admission returned an application for the 10
th

 grade. Should we increase the enrollment of 

qualified freshmen to avoid future small graduation classes?  As we look at the 2016-2017 

school year enrollment goals we see another small class (currently 36 which means a deficit of 

12 from the draft enrollment goal chart).  What steps do we take to further fine-tune our 

projected enrollment by grade goals?  
  



 

 
 

              

Deborah McGann 

Dean of Faculty 
 
As we near the end of the first semester of the 2015 - 2016 school year, progress reports and 

academic updates have already been sent to students and parents.  Having a dedicated Director of 

Academic Support has meant frequent and timely interventions for students who have been 

struggling with the demands and expectations of MSSM.  Some of the most frequently used 

interventions for students this year have been assignment to the Learning Center during evening 

study hours; mandatory office hours with teachers; encouragement to work with MSSM’s 

student tutors; and, occasionally, turning in electronic devices to Residential Staff to ensure 

appropriate usage.  At the time of this December board meeting, the intensity for both students 

and staff is rising, as semester exams are only ten days away.  These will be followed by a much 

deserved break as faculty gear up for J-Term and Spring Semester (See Course List on google 

sites).  

 

This year, MSSM’s J-Term will take place from January 11-22, 2016.  Ten students and two 

chaperones will be traveling from Fredericton, N.B., CA to Japan for a school and cultural 

exchange, where they will spend several nights in the city of Hikone and additional time in 

Osaka, Kyoto, and Tokyo.  Five students and two chaperones will travel to Santo Domingo, 

Dominican Republic for an exchange with the Instituto Politéctico Pilar Constanzo, our newly 

identified sister school.  During this total Spanish Immersion experience, students will be staying 

with host families and presenting a topic of their choosing in an English immersion classroom.  

Closer to home, we will have ten students working with Dr. Eustis-Grandy at The Jackson 

Laboratory, where they will be continuing the black bear research Dr. Eustis-Grandy began last 

year during her sabbatical.  Six students have made arrangements for internships, and the 

remainder will be enrolled in one of eleven diverse on-campus offerings, which range from 

Vermiculture to Cooperative Gaming to a course on working with MSSM’s new laser cutter with 

Dr. Hamlin. 

 

In October, we hosted our fall Parent Conferences (See Schedule on google sites).  Between 

Friday and Saturday, staff participated in a total of 557 appointments with the parents of 117 

MSSM students.  I heard comments from all directions that the meetings were valuable and 

informative.  Friday afternoon there were sessions for the families of students who will be 

heading to college next year.  Marnie Terhune, Assistant Director of Admissions at Colby 

College, presented a program on Exploring Small Liberal Arts Colleges.  Nicole Vachon of the 

Financial Authority of Maine (FAME) spoke about the college financial aid process.  The 

MSSM instrumental and choral groups gave impressive performances in the auditorium, and 

Sarah Stackhouse, our new Athletic Director, acknowledged MSSM’s fall athletes.  The evening 

concluded with the large gathering of the Parents’ Association.  Each day, the schedule included 

an open forum with the Administration.  Most of the academic questions focused on the MSSM/ 

University of Maine at Presque Isle (UMPI) dual enrollment plan. 
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Also in October, MSSM seniors Ben Schade and Justin Hamilton were invited guests to the 

annual meeting of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG) in New Orleans, Louisiana.  

Dr. Hamlin, faculty mentor for their science fair project, accompanied them to the event, where 

they received formal recognition of the award they received at the INTEL International Science 

Fair last Spring in Pittsburgh. PA.  In addition to a cash prize and an all-expense paid trip to the 

SEG conference, Ben and Justin’s work was published in a special section on education in The 

Leading Edge, the society’s monthly peer-reviewed publication. 

 

As a member of the Delta class of the Education Leaders Experience, I have had the opportunity 

to visit UMaine, Cianbro, The Jackson Laboratory (JAX), and The Mount Desert Island 

Biological Laboratory (MDIBL) this fall.  It has been exciting to explore the many opportunities 

for learning and working here within our state. Additionally, I was able to coordinate my travels 

to Mount Desert Island with my annual trip with students enrolled in Computational Biology.  

Unlike the weekly sessions over the airwaves, these meetings allow students to connect face to 

face with scientists Dr. Gary Churchill, Mrs. Susan McClatchy, and others at The Jackson 

Laboratory who make this course possible. 

 

Other extra and co-curricular activities for students this fall have included the State and New 

England Math League (48 math-letes); an afternoon performance of Shakespeare's Henry V by 

the Theater at Monmouth; the annual Medieval Feast hosted by Michael McCartney; a lunch- 

time Guest Speaker, Dr. Bernd Heinrich, a professor emeritus in biology/ecology at the 

University of Vermont and well-known author of books on animal behavior.  In addition to this, I 

am pleased to report that five of the seventeen MSSM students who traveled to Augusta to 

participate in the annual YMCA Youth in Government Leadership weekend were elected to key 

leadership roles this year. 

 

Finally, I must mention how the addition of a new laser cutter in the Maker-Space has provided 

many outlets for creative minds and has already proven useful for hands-on research.  Dr. 

Hamlin has built mini-greenhouses out of wood for the plant biology class and machined 

precisely-sized shapes of acrylic for physics demonstrations.  The possibilities are endless. 

My priorities in the weeks ahead are to allocate additional time to program of study documents, 

as they relate to both MSSM and the University of Maine at Presque Isle; faculty evaluations; 

and program review.  
 

 
  

http://library.seg.org/journal/leedff
http://library.seg.org/journal/leedff
http://www.mdf.org/lm_ele.php


 

 

              

Matthew Grillo 

Dean of Students/Director of Residential Life 
 

Thank you for reading this Residential Life board Report for December, 2015.  

 

I write today with a great deal of pride in the MSSM student body and the entire residential life 

staff.  As reported this Fall the residential instructors have been operating for the last 2.5 months 

shorthanded. At the time of the Fall board report we had 4 full time Residential Instructors (3 

male and 1 female) and 1 part time Residential Instructor (male). This was far short of the 

minimum number of seven needed to operate to the standards of a school like MSSM. 

 

I am pleased to say that as of November 16 we are virtually fully staffed. We now have 6 full 

time Residential Instructors (4 male and 2 females) and 1 part time Residential Instructor (male). 

Long time MSSM employee, Larry Berz is also living in the Manor dormitory and providing 

support as a shuttle driver between buildings.   

 

My pride comes from the tremendous amount of effort, compassion and support I have seen 

come for both the students and the residential staff towards each other. The appreciation 

communicated to me from students regarding the RIs working shorthanded has been 

heartwarming and a demonstration of their maturity during less than ideal times. MSSM’s 

Student Activities Board has played a tremendous role in ensuring there has been only a slight 

decrease in activities available each weekend. 

 

The Restorative Justice and Collaborative Problem Solving training residential staff have 

participated in over the years is paying off. Punitive discipline is rare and almost always used at 

the request of parents in specific situations with their child. Working with students to find ways 

they can give back to the community and communicating calmly with the goal of understanding 

is by far the preferred and utilized approach. A sincere thank you goes to all the parents and the 

MSSM Foundation who have provided financial support to ensure much of this training is 

possible. 

 

MSSM’s relationship with The Aroostook Mental Health Clinic (AMHC) has grown stronger 

this year. We increased the number of hours we have Lori Deschaine (LCSW) on site each week 

from 16 to 20. Lori has been working with MSSM students for over 7 years. We have increased 

the number of consultation/training hours from 4 to 6 for the year and Ms. Tia Shaw (BSW, 

CADC) from AMHC is staffing our walk-in in clinic 17.5 hours each week.  

 

Jessica Damboise, MSSM’s Director of Health Services has been actively participating in the 

creation of medically related policies, procedures and is now taking the lead role in evaluating 

MSSM’s relationship with our currently agreed pharmacy used for blister packing student 

medications.   
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Debbie Eustis-Grandy, PhD 

Faculty – Science Instructor 
 

As usual, the fall semester has flown by and it’s nearly time for Mid-Year exams.  The new 

faculty have settled into the frantic pace of MSSM, are loving the experience, and have been 

warmly welcomed into the community by students and staff.  Faculty have also been busy with 

an assortment of projects, as well as planning for J-Term and the spring semester. 

 

Here are some highlights: 

 MSSM students Ben Schade and Justin Hamilton were invited guests to the annual 

meeting of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists in New Orleans, Louisiana.  Dr. 

Greg Hamlin, faculty mentor for their Science Fair Project, accompanied them to the 

October event where they received formal recognition of the award they received at the 

INTEL International Science Fair last spring in Pittsburgh.  In addition to a cash prize 

and an all-expense paid trip to the conference, Ben and Justin’s work was published in a 

special section on education in  The Leading Edge, the society’s monthly peer-reviewed 

publication; 

 The Humanities Department hosted a production of Henry V, performed by The Theatre 

at Monmouth, on Oct. 29; 

 While visiting northern Maine as part of UMPI’s Distinguished Lecture Series, noted 

naturalist and writer Dr. Bernd Heinrich visited MSSM on Oct. 28 and talked to students 

about some of his research on insects and birds; 

 Computational Biology Students spent the day at The Jackson Laboratory in Bar Harbor 

on November 13;  

 Dr. Deb Eustis-Grandy attended the National Association of Biology Teachers annual 

meeting in Providence, RI, November 11-14; 

 Larry Berz and his Astronomy I class enjoyed two recent SKYPE sessions of 

interplanetary worthiness: 

* 1) Dr. Chris McKay, NASA Astrobiologist, spoke and discussed various 

         aspects of Mars exploration and settlement including the recent 

        discovery of briny liquid water on the Martian surface; 

 * 2) Mr. Christopher Beckwith of Winterport, MSSM Summer Exploration  

         Camp Senior Instructor spoke and exchanged ideas with enhanced  

         emphasis on Martian settlements; 

 MSSM Astronomy extended itself into the Limestone community with breathtaking 

telescopic observations of the total lunar eclipse on Sunday, September 27, from the 

grounds of LCS/MSSM. Over 30 community members of all ages were in attendance, 

gazing through 6 telescopes including giant-sized "Goliath" our 20-inch f/4 Dobsonian 

reflector, a donated gift from Mr. Gary Doody of New Hampshire. 

 Mike McCartney’s British Literature class hosted a Medieval Feast on Friday, Nov. 20. 
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TomHenry, President 

Student Senate 
 

The end of the semester is a stressful time for MSSM students. This November is no exception to 

that rule. In addition to the typical stressors of essays and problem sets, students have been faced 

with an unexpected and difficult issue this semester: communication. Due to a series of isolated 

issues, it has become apparent that there is no proper system to facilitate communication between 

administration and students, specifically regarding changes made in the MSSM community. I 

must be careful to note here that the fault in this situation lies not with administrators, nor with 

students, but with the faulty system both groups are trying to work within. Many instances of 

communications failure have come together to illuminate the issue. I will choose to focus on only 

the most significant of these examples, but I can elaborate on others at the meeting if there is 

interest in them. 

  

Recently, a married couple was hired as Residential Instructors (RI's). The entire community 

breathed a sigh of relief – two new RI's would lift a stressful burden off of students and staff 

members alike. However, it was not until contracts had been signed that students were informed 

that the couple, including a male RI, would be living on B-Wing (a female residential wing). The 

majority of B-Wing residents were vocally unhappy with the decision – many felt uncomfortable 

living in close proximity to an adult male, and were unready to drastically change their way of 

life to accommodate the change. Students in general felt upset that such a major decision that so 

directly impacts student life was made without the opportunity for feedback from students. Two 

days after the announcement was made, Student Senate called a student-only dorm meeting for 

students to come together, discuss their opinions, and brainstorm solutions to the 

communications issue in general. Fortunately, the atmosphere has calmed since the initial 

incident, many of B-Wing's grievances have or will be redressed, and the new male RI is 

finishing a warmly welcomed first week on the job. However, the communications issue 

prevails. 

  

The students-only dorm meeting is not the only way in which Student Senate has worked to 

resolve the communications issue. We have been collaborating extensively with administrators, 

including Mr. Grillo, Mr. Shorty, and Mrs. McGann, through one-on-one meetings with Senators. 

I have created a Special Action Communications Committee (SACC) on Student Senate, chaired 

by third-year junior Nathaniel Ferguson, to focus specifically on repairing communications 

between administration and students. Rather than respond to situations as they arise, SACC will 

work proactively with administrators to find a better system for communication. I would be 

happy to provide more information about our on-going investigations if requested, but, for the 

sake of brevity, I will conclude my discussion of communications here. 

 

I will now switch gears to talk about matters internal to Student Senate. On November 4
th

, we 

were faced with the sad departure from MSSM of Senator Cole Butler. Cole was a highly 

motivated Senator who spearheaded groundbreaking research into mental health at MSSM. 

Guided by the research Cole has done, we will be continuing to pursue improvement of quality-
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of-life with regards to mental health in the future. In the meantime we will be holding special 

elections to fill the vacant seat left by Cole's departure. On the bright side, the vacancy means 

that more first-year students and students from under-represented social groups are running for 

Student Senate and becoming highly involved in the community. 

  

Other Student Senate activities since the last Board of Trustees meeting include a successful 

silent photo-auction fundraiser at the October Parents' Weekend, a smash-hit 'spooky' Halloween 

dance and costume contest (in conjunction with Prom Committee), and one of our monthly free 

Pancake Nights. Prior to the communications situation, we primarily focused on two other 

issues: Study Hall, and RI staffing. Many students came to us concerned that Study Hall policy 

mandates that they cannot do homework during Study Hall. Our Academic Committee worked 

with Mrs. McGann and Mrs. O'Keefe (Study Hall director) to find out the reasons for this and 

work towards a change in policy in accordance with student suggestions. This process was put on 

the back-burner in favor of more pressing issues in recent weeks, but we aim to revive it and 

continue to work with students and faculty to find a solution. Prompted by the parent e-mail 

regarding RI staffing, our Exploratory Committee has also investigated the staffing of the 

dormitories in an effort to find an ideal number of RI's and a way to reach it. Exploratory 

Committee members have worked in conjunction with Residential Life staff to formalize a 

student opinion on the matter. Students wish to show solidarity with Residential Life staff in 

navigating the issue. Fortunately, the hiring of the two new RI's has put a damper on the urgency 

of the staffing problem. We are taking the opportunity to perform more in-depth research on 

staff-to-student ratios and Residential Life policy at other publicly-funded, residential, STEM 

high schools in the country. 

 

I've talked quite a bit in this report about 'issues' and 'problems'. It is in the nature of 

organizations like Student Senate to concern themselves mostly with 'issues' and 'problems', but 

the most important thing that has happened in the MSSM community this semester is not an 

'issue' or a 'problem'. I am overwhelmed by MSSM's capacity to unite as a school and support 

collaboration between community members. This has happened in many ways: the 100+ turnout 

at the student-run dorm meeting, the ongoing collaboration between Student Senate and 

administrators in regards to communication systems, and the increasing willingness of students 

to organize and voice their opinions. Through working out the solutions to the myriad of 

dilemmas we have faced this semester, we have been brought closer together as a community. 

Faculty, staff, students, and administration have all been able to show an uplifting sense of 

togetherness, cooperation, and mutual trust. It's true that the community is struggling in some 

ways, but if there's one thing MSSM has got right this semester, it's just that: community. 

 
  



 

 

              

Barrie Brusila, President 

MSSM Parents’ Association 

 

The MSSM PA held a successful semi-annual meeting during Parents’ Weekend on October 23.  

Room B101 was filled, with people standing at the back.  A few teachers and administrators 

joined us.  The new Residential Life Advisory Committee was introduced.  One issue that they 

are currently working on is finding a different, more local pharmacy to work with to provide 

medications for students.  GroupRX, the pharmacy that the school contracted with this summer, 

is not working out.  Deb McGann is organizing an Academic Advisory Committee, including 

parents of students at each grade level.  Parents volunteered to start a third advisory committee 

dealing with athletics, to support our Athletic Director Sarah Stackhouse and MSSM’s athletic 

program.   

 

The MSSM PA Facebook group now has 164 members. 

 

At its October 3 meeting, the MSSM Foundation voted to increase our yearly grant to $3,000, an 

increase of $1000 over last year’s amount.  This is in response to increased student enrollment, 

corresponding expansion of the faculty, and increased activities of the PA.  We appreciate this 

increase, and are planning ways to use it to enhance the school community. 

 

We held three successful regional parent meetings on November 8, with a fourth planned for 

November 15. 

 

Several parents recently funded the registration fees for two residential staff members to attend 

the Ross Greene conference in Portland focusing on non-punitive, non-adversarial interventions.  

We are hoping that this training will help improve relations between the students and residential 

staff. 

 

One parent with considerable technological experience and knowledge has volunteered to work 

with Luke and the IT department to improve the school’s internet speed and capability.  

Hopefully the administration will take advantage of this offer. 

 

Two parents volunteered to help at a recent Open House. 

 

Graduation 2016:  Senior parents want to work to make graduation more special and try to 

involve the Alumni Association.  Some parents of juniors also expressed interest in being a part 

of graduation to help ease their transition for following year.  The PA will work on this. 

 

Parents are looking forward to the reception with the Board of Trustees in Augusta on Friday,  

December 4.      
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In sum, I continue to be encouraged by the steady increase in numbers of parents becoming more 

active in the MSSM community in a variety of ways.  

  



 

              

Erich Hunter, CEO/President 

Foundation 

Compliance Updates: 

The Form 990 for fiscal year 2015 has been completed by Tim Poitras of Chester 

Kearney CPAs in Presque Isle. Erich has submitted it to the IRS prior to the November 

2015 deadline. The Foundation’s Annual Report is nearly complete and will be available 

for review by Board members prior to the December meeting. Copies will be distributed 

to members of the Board of Trustees, Foundation Board of Directors, and major donors 

and supporters. Additional copies will be retained on file at MSSM, fulfilling our 

obligation to produce this report each year.  

 

Bookkeeping & Finance: 

 

Tim Poitras of Chester Kearney CPAs has completed the official Reviewed Financial 

Statements for Fiscal Year 2015. During the review, Tim found no discrepancies in our 

operations. 

 

With work on the Greenhouse finally nearing completion, larger invoices are expected 

through the end of November for expenses incurred in the completion of this project. 

Working with our bookkeeper as well as Art Thompson and the newly formed Finance 

Committee, we will determine the exact short-term needs of the Foundation to maintain 

operations while meeting these fiscal responsibilities. As discussed and approved in the 

October meeting, our team will work with the Maine Community Fund to access a small 

portion of our financial reserve to help bridge the gap in these funds. As mentioned in 

previous meetings, roughly $40,000 in donations to the Greenhouse exist as pledges 

currently and will be collected over the next several years. 

 

Nominating & Governance Committee Updates: 

David Haines has joined the Nomination and Governance Committee as our new Chair. 

Major work the committee will undertake in the next several months includes a review 

and revision of the Foundation By-Laws, board training, and revision of the Foundation 

Strategic Plan to better align our work with that of the school. 

 

Rick Hobbs has proposed a new member be invited to join the MSSM Foundation Board. 

Dr. Greg Feero works with Rick on a Medical Residency program at Maine General 

Hospital. In addition, Dr. Feero has a PhD in Human Genetics and has worked at the 

National Institute of Health and on the Human Genome Project. David Haines and the 

Nomination Committee will work to review Dr. Feero’s CV and make recommendations 

to bring him onboard possibly as soon as the December meeting. 
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We are sorry to report that Steve Symond and Lisa Hayward have decided to step down 

from their positions on the Foundation Board. Though stepping down, Lisa has offered to 

remain on the Fundraising Committee. Her strong connections to the Maine Community 

Foundation and extensive understanding of charitable giving will continue to benefit our 

efforts in the years to come.   

 

We are pleased to note that all board members have elected to join committees this year. 

Starting in November, all committees will meet on a monthly basis by teleconference. 

We feel that this frequency of meetings will allow for greater progress in each 

committee’s respective work at the Foundation.   

 

Fundraising Committee Updates: 

Sylena Bradeen Lowry has stepped up as the new Chair of the Fundraising Committee. 

Prior to the December 5 meeting, she and Erich will update the existing Fundraising Plan 

and develop a 12-month calendar outlining major steps in the fundraising process. 

 

Greenhouse: Greenhouse support has continued to grow and now exceeds $160,000. 

This increase in funding will cover the increases in construction budget approved by the 

Foundation Board in October.  

 

Fall Annual Appeal:  The Fall Appeal has been developed and sent to Tall Oak Printing 

for printing and mailing. Though a little later than our initial desired timeline of late 

October, this appeal will still go to 1,200 potential donors prior to Thanksgiving and 

traditional Holiday fund appeals.  All potential donors will receive an appeal letter, 

informational flyer on the impact of their support, and a pledge card. 

 

Grant Outreach: Erich continues to work with major supporters at the Maine 

Community Foundation and Davis Family Foundation to maintain and strengthen 

relationships. He has scheduled a meeting with Steve Rowe, new President of the MCF 

and continues to work with Kathryn Davidson, Grants Associate with the Davis Family 

Foundation to ensure we meet all reporting requirements for their support.  

 

Outreach to the following organizations is currently under way: 

o Solon Summerfield Foundation: $10,000 in Operational Support 

 Meeting set to educate local trustee on the school and our mission 

o Quimby Family Foundation: $5,000 – Summer Camp 

 Letter of Intent sent to request invitation to submit grant 

o LL Bean: $5,000 – Summer Camp 

 Request submitted to LL Bean Marketing and Grants Team 

o AEDgrant.com: $1,518 – 2x Emergency Defibrillators 

 Submitted 

 

Corporate Outreach: Corporate outreach continues, with promising leads with existing 

and potential supporters. Erich will continue to work with the Fundraising Committee to 

determine the best areas to focus this outreach. 

  



 

Grant Committee Updates: 
The following grants have been approved and allocated by the Foundations’ grant committee this 

fiscal year (2015-16): 

 

Description Fund Amount 

MSSM Rocketry Club Alumni Association $300 

Quest Scholarship Program Enhancement $227.34 

First Year Student Lectures Program Enhancement $500 

Student Room and Board 

Scholarships 

Student Assistance $13,000 

Start-Up Support to the 

MSSM Swim Team 

Program Enhancement $2,200 

Attendance at the “Lives in 

the Balance Summit” for 2 

Residential Life Staff 

Professional Development $639.88 

NCSSS Attendance for Jim 

Torruellas 

Professional Development $1,034.00 

 TOTAL: $17,901.22 

 

Debbie Eustis-Grandy has requested $3,000 in support to the J-Term at Jackson Labs this year to 

defray the cost of student attendance. The Grants committee plans to meet prior to the December 

meeting to discuss this application and determine the best allocation of funds in support of this 

work. The request does exceed the remaining funds in the Program Development budget line 

item. 

 

Remaining Budgeted Funds: 

 

 

Parent’s Association Report: 
The Parents Association continues to strengthen the ties within their organization. During the 

fall, they have hosted a series of potluck dinners throughout the state, with the intent to better 

connect their members and strengthen their network. Parents are actively utilizing social media 

to coordinate delivery of care packages to students. 

 

MSSM Foundation Grants 

 
Budgeted Remaining 

Restricted  $150,400 $145,749 

Unrestricted* 
 

$1,499 $1,499 

Program Enhancement 
 

$5,500 $2573 

Student Assistance 
 

$15,000 $2,000 

Technology 
 

$0 $0 

Professional Development 
 

$3,000 $826 

Advertising 
 

$0 $ 

Summer Camp Scholarships 
 

$14,000 $14,000 

Public Relations and Outreach 
 

$0 $0 

Total MSSM Foundation Grants 
 

$189,399 $166,647 



 

During the month of October, representatives from the Parents Association coordinated with the 

Limestone Community School guidance counselor to conduct a food drive to benefit the food 

pantry at LCS. This was a great event and helped both benefit those in need in the community 

and increase goodwill between LCS and the MSSM community. 

 

Maya Howard serves on the Board of the MSSM Foundation as the representative from the 

Parents Association. As a member of the Board, she has joined the Grants Committee, allowing 

her to voice the concerns of parents and help guide funding decisions of the Foundation.  

 

Alumni Association Report: 
The MSSM Alumni Association will be selecting new officers this winter. Seth Dresser and 

Tony Allen have decided to step down as President and Vice President respectively. New 

candidates have already been approached for these positions and a request for candidates will 

circulate on Association social media.   

 

The MSSM Alumni Association will once again be hosting their Mid-Winter reunion at Brian 

Boru in Portland. The event has already been posted on social media and will take place on 

December 26
th

, to attract alumni coming home for the holidays.  

 

The Alumni Association has posted a “Save the Date” to social media for the 20
th

 Anniversary 

celebration taking place Memorial Day weekend. Plans for programming that weekend are still 

in flux and contingent upon the results of the Alumni election and the resulting Association 

Officers. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

              

Marie Beckum, Director 

Summer Program 
 
 

Camp Dates: 

Camp dates have been established for 2016.  The camp cost will remain $700 this year. 

Boys’ Camp 

Boys' Wk 1 (Ages 10-12): June 26 - July 2 

Boys' Wk 2 (Ages 11-13): July 3 - July 9 

Boys' Wk 3 (Ages 12-14): July 10 – 16 

 

Campers ages 11, 12 & 13 can stay for two 

weeks. 

Girls’ Camp 

Girls' Wk 1 (Ages 10-12): July 17 - 23 

Girls' Wk 2 (Ages 11-13) July 24 - 30 

Girls' Wk 3 (Ages 12-14): July 31 - August 6 

 

Campers ages 11, 12, & 13 can stay for two 

weeks. 

 

Enrollment: 

This October, the 2016 summer camp information was updated on the camp website.  Camp and 

staff applications became available on October 15, 2015.  We have already received several staff 

and camper applications. 

 

Recruitment: 

This year we have invested in online target marketing through Bangor Daily News. They will be 

providing several services to help us reach our target audience for summer programming. In 

addition, the Summer Programs Director plans to make a concentrated effort to speak with camp 

age students in local schools to make them aware of our summer camp opportunity, either as an 

overnight camper or as a day camper. The local American Association of University Women 

(AAUW) chapter has also offered to help promote the camp to local girls, possibly providing 

some scholarships as well. 

 

Educators’ Camp: 

The summer programs will host its 5
th

 annual Educators’ Camp August 7-August 12, 2016. In 

accordance with several suggestions on last year’s camp evaluation, we will be ending the camp 

at lunch time on Friday. By adding one evening program, we will easily be able to account for all 

30 credit hours offered in past years.  

 

This program costs approximately $65,000 to run each year. Erich Hunter is currently looking 

into securing some additional funds for this program through the Maine Community Foundation. 

The Educators’ Camp is accepting applications for presenters at this time.  
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Erica Jortberg 
College Counseling 
 
 

The class of 2016 is deep in the throes of the application process with the hopes of completing 

their individual processes before the start of winter break. Though there will likely be some 

students who use break to finish, the goal is to instead, be able to enjoy vacation. The early 

action/early decision deadline of November 1, made for a busy weekend. MSSM successfully 

submitted school forms, letters of recommendation and transcripts to fifty-eight colleges and 

universities, with a total of ninety-five submissions. (see report on the next page) Of the forty-

eight seniors, twenty-six applied to at least one school via the early November deadlines.  

Outreach 

MSSM served as a test center for the October administration of the SAT, which in addition to 

MSSM students, accommodated students from five area schools. In total, thirty- eight students 

completed testing. 

MSSM was not an open test center for the November administration, though we did transport 15 

students to Caribou High School for SAT and SAT Subject testing. 

On December 5, MSSM will administer the SAT and SAT Subject test. 

Though dates and details have not been released, the Maine Department of Education has 

announced that the 2016 state-wide assessment for 11
th

 grade students will return to the SAT. 

MSSM was invited to attend the April “Maryland Crab Crawl” which provides tours and 

informational sessions at eleven private institutions including, Johns Hopkins University, St. 

John’s College, Washington College, Stevenson University, Mount Saint Mary’s University, 

Maryland Institute College of Art, McDaniel College, Loyola University, Hood College, Notre 

Dame of Maryland University and Goucher College. This trip is all expense paid, aside from 

airfare.  

 

See below: Summary Data: Applications Submitted 
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Michael G. Lambert 

Chief Operating Officer 
 

 

I. Human Resources 

This month we welcomed two new RI’s, a husband and wife team, James Robertson 

and Kate Perez. They are sure to give our hardworking dormitory staff some respite. 

We also welcomed Janet Scott as the Administrative Assistant for the Admissions 

office. 

 

II. Facilities 

This time of year, we are all occupied with getting ready for winter – MSSM is no 

different! We’ll be mounting the plow to the pickup, we’ve serviced the pickup so it’s 

ready for plowing, and we’ve made sure the new tractor is ready to go. We are 

“closing up” the buildings, checking door seals, windows, etc. The boilers at the 

Manor and the dorm have been serviced and inspected by the state boiler inspector 

and are ready for action. We also ducted the boilers at the Manor to a new chimney 

(the new chimney was already there when we acquired the property but had not been 

ducted over to the boilers. The old stack is out of service now). 

 

The dorm furniture has been inspected for any warrantee items. Some minor 

adjustments (e.g. re-leveling) were completed. 

 

III. Audit 

The Audit Committee met with our auditor to review our financial audit.  

 

The Audit Committee is designed to be an advisory committee to the Board and 

consists of only one member of the MSSM community by design, currently Mr. 

Frederick Woodman, and two external members who are selected for their financial 

acumen. It is also important to note that the external committee members hold a 

majority of the seats on the committee and are independent of the School. Mr. 

Kenneth Hensler is the retired president of the County Federal Credit Union and Mr. 

David Peterson, the retired CEO of the Aroostook Medical Center and a former CPA 

[some of you may remember that Mr. Patterson was one of our early Trustees and so 

he has a good knowledge of the school and its history.] Their responsibility is to 

apply their financial acumen to flag any issues that may require Board action. In 

executing this responsibility, they review the audit documents, question the auditor on 

procedures used and results obtained and to generate a letter to the Board of Trustees 

with two possible outcomes: 1) “… we recommend approval of the audit …” which 

means there were no deficiencies or 2) “… here are some things you should question 

…” which implies that things are not all well and more Board oversight may be 
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required. Fortunately, their findings were the first type. Their letter to the Board of 

Trustees is included with a copy of the Audit for your action at this meeting. 

 

IV. Information Technology 

Included are the bandwidth and usage data for our internet connection as requested. 

One modification made this month was that all access to the internet by students ends 

at 11:00pm (Sunday through Thursday) and 12:00 pm (Friday & Saturday). 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

V. Finance 

As I write this report, we have not closed the books for October yet. Our Y-T-D 

expenses through the end of September (end of our first quarter) were well under 

control. Luke will be rolling out a proposed payroll administration system at this 

meeting which will provide for hiring and retaining faculty while offering a 

competitive salary. Budgeting for the 2017 (I double checked and 2017 is correct!) 

school year will be starting shortly. The first part of the budget is to develop the 

payroll which is based on any new program changes and this year will be based on 

our new compensation model. 

  



 

              

Luke C. Shorty 

Executive Director 
 

All though it has only been a couple of months since our last board meeting in October, this 

management report will show you that we have been very busy as a school. I am very proud and 

thankful for the administrative team that I have in place. Due to their hard work the school has 

been running exceptionally smoothly and where there are concerns we are working as a team to 

address them in a timely and efficient manner. Some examples of these are our success in hiring 

not just one, but two new very qualified residential instructors to address the ratio of Residential 

Life staff to students, continually adapting and reviewing our new monthly mini-open houses, 

and working closely with student senate to help smooth communication over administrative 

decisions when they are made.  

 

One item that the administrative team has started working on is the creation of a Board 

dashboard that will allow Board members to access information in a quick and smooth manner to 

get a sense of where the school is in the many aspects that fall under the purview of MSSM’s 

trustees. My hope is that with this we will be able to roll out many of these dashboard indicators 

in the spring. 

 

At this meeting, the Board will be discussing a faculty compensation philosophy and procedure 

that has the support from the majority of the faculty and gets us one step closer to wrapping up a 

complete institutional review and adjustment of staff compensation. Remaining compensation 

topics that need to be reviewed and discussed are adjunct compensation and analyzing 

compensation for two remaining members of administrative staff.  

 

Another important task that lies before the Board at this December meeting is to recommend a 

process for the administration to develop and present the next five year plan and long term 

strategy for MSSM. It will be critical to make sure that the process allows for many stakeholders 

to have an opportunity to participate, give their input, and help us steer MSSM to the next stage 

of its development. This needs to be balanced with the equally important goal of being 

completed in a timely and efficient manner so that the school can act quickly on the direction and 

strategy that will further MSSM’s evolution in serving Maine in fulfilling its mission. Finally, it 

will be important that this process have an opportunity for the community to reflect and give 

feedback on MSSM’s mission, vision, and philosophy, as these make up the foundation and 

guide to all we do. 

 

These tasks are not easy; they are difficult and involve civil and thoughtful discussion about 

critical aspects of the institution. Many of these aspects will stir strong emotions and deep 

thoughts in MSSM’s stakeholders, but this is an indication of the importance of this work. 

During the process it is important that we remain constructive communicators and civil listeners. 

The success of MSSM depends upon us being able to reflect in an honest and clear manner. We 

must all realize that in this process the school may not head in all the directions that one may 

want, but through a strong, civil, and positive process the directions the institution will go are 

ones of new heights and great vistas that could not be achieved by one individual's wishes. This 
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process is critical to our plan’s success and I look forward to your deliberations and 

recommendation. 

 

Thank you for your service and all you do for the people of the state of Maine and its first 

residential magnet school that is entrusted into your care. 

 


